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Attended the MVP inspectors morning meeting at 6:30am. Met with lead EI and discussed activities for the day. Performed a walk
through inspection from 13120+17 to 13024+5. At access FR-291 several crews were moving equipment in to begin installing pipe
according to the stabilization plan. Water bars had been removed from the travel lane and were to be rebuilt at the end of the day.
Several water bars still need the channel cleared of obstructions. The environmental crew was in the process of addressing those
issues along with the other items listed on the punch list.

From 13062+00 to 13024+50 water bars had also been removed in the travel lane. Crews in this area were digging plugs from the
ditch to lower-in the pipe in that area according to the stabilization plan. A good amount of dirt had been tracked out onto the
bridges. Crews have been actively cleaning these off after the crews had left the area.
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Mat bridge environmental controls show signs
of damage. 13062+00

ECD’s need maintenance after rain
event.13065+00

Equipment traffic over mat bridge leaves
material strung across it. Crews are cleaning
off each end of work day.13042+00

Obstructions left in water bars after being
constructed by machinery needs cleaned out.
13066+35

Skid set sinking into water bar needs reset or
moved. 13066+35

Crew cutting out water bars to retrieve the
welding sled from the other side. 13025+50
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